
of businesses compete
primarily on the basis of

customer experience (CX).

89%The HoReCa
industry is

emerging stronger
with innovations in

both business
models and service.



UnoMiru
Look Before You Book

ARE YOU GAME?

PRIME Report (Singapore) 2021 highlighted that seven out of ten restaurants are willing to
invest up to 11% of their revenues into technology to improve their customer experience.



of enterprise technology executives
believe immersive CX solutions will
help their restaurants better meet
the increasing customer demands.

95% 

ThisThis



 of diners say that CX is
a deciding factor when

making decisions.

73%73%

360 view unmatched, furnish the purchasers with a specialist VR perceivability for
encountering an extraordinary continuous client experience to increase profit margins..

ThisThis



ThisThis
The UnoMiru
 Experience

We have booked this table for the best moments of your life.

BEFORE

DO YOU HAVE ADO YOU HAVE A  
BOOKING?BOOKING?

AFTER

UnoMiru
Look Before You Book



ThisThis

For restaurateurs, UNOMIRU further develops effectiveness and boosts revenue utilizing
modified eatery innovation and strong advanced promotion. UNOMIRU is a trailblazer in the
innovation-driven scene and is set to turn into the world's driving marketplace for feasting
out encounters.

Book This Table

unomiru.com

unomiru.com



of diners are of the
opinion that customer
service has to become
more technologically

advanced.

94%
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VR enabled AI powered platform to enhance
customer experience and engagement

www.unomiru.com



VR Enabled AI Powered
Station Monitoring System

 

VR Enabled AI Powered
Table Reservation Platform

VR Enabled AI Powered 
Hot Desk Booking Plugin

  



Spatial Data
Analytics 

available with
Selected

Subscription
Models   

Compatible with
existing booking APIs  

Immersive experience
for customers

Cloud server based
API integration

SaaS Model
[Subscription]

VR Enabled
Yours Digitally

Interactive Table
Booking System -
Direct Integration

Smart BI Access
for Managers

UnoMiru
Look Before You Book

Solution Highlights

www.unomiru.com



 CHOPE UMAI HUNGRY
GOWHERE

QUANDOO WEELOY TORETA EATIGO WISELY YELP UNOMIRU

VR enabled 360
Experience           

Trial Option           

Provide Reservations           

SMS Reservation
Notification           

Diner Promotion           

Data Analytics           

Web/Mobile           

Guest Reservation
History           

Extensive Guest
Profile           

COMPETITOR
ANALYSIS



Real Time AnalyticsVirtual 360 Experience Seamless Integrated Booking



    

MORE BENEFITS

Reduces Order
Cancellation Rate

Reduces Customer
No Show instances

Optimises Order 
Waiting Time

Provides Real-Time
Analytics

UnoMiru
Look Before You Book
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Thank You

A Product of

(c) 2022. All Rights Reserved. UnoMiru is a Proprietary Product of: WaysAhead Global Pte. Ltd., Singapore | www.waysaheadglobal.com
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Since you came this far,
we have a surprise for you
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SALES FOOTFALL AVG  TRANSACTION
VALUE

TOP N
ANALYSIS

Sales assist with recognising
patterns, measuring against
past execution and pointing

out your most active seasons.
Sales informationtracks how
an eatery is doing over the

long haul and is recorded day
to day month to month and

yearly premise.

The more the number of
customers you draw in the

more business your
restaurant will have.

The footfall of a cafe is
more as opposed to less.

Preferably, your table
turnover rate and football

ought to coordinate.

Even little layout changes in an
eater's menu format can

monetarily affect client buying
prospensities.

Have more clients stroll
though the entryway is an

essential variable of progress,
expanding both avg.

transaction and client no. can
add to higher overall revenue.

A strong handle of every
menu thing's costs and food

costs per serving and
commitment edge.

A top cuisine can draw in
clients by revamping the

recipies with various
ingredients or pairing it with

high-profit sides and cocktails.

Many individuals open a cafe assuming they have the most scrumptious food around, and individuals will rush to their entryways.
They overlook the essential standards of the eatery business and join the 80% of cafe's that fizzle in the initial five years.

KPI TRACKING



SAMPLE INTEGRATED DASHBOARDS


